Please do not return any items to the store
We are here to help!

Contact us at 1-866-264-1964 (9am-5pm EST M-F)
or email us at support@closetsbyliberty.com
YOUR CHECKLIST

• Snap your before photo
• Watch the assembly & installation video youtube.com/libertyhardware
• Install your system
• Organize & adjust closet components to meet your needs
• Snap your after photo and share with #closetsbyliberty

NEED HELP?

We get it, change is hard. Changing something you use everyday — like your closet, can feel overwhelming. We’re here for you! Head over to closetsbyliberty.com for organizational tips and inspiration.

Not finding what you need? Follow us on some of these sites for real closet problems and real solutions.

pinterest.com/libertyhardwarebrands
@libertyhardwarebrands
facebook.com/libertyhardware
youtube.com/libertyhardware
WHY CLOSETS BY LIBERTY?

DYNAMIC CUSTOMIZATION

There’s nothing worse than coming home with a brand-new closet system that you planned in your head for weeks, and things just don’t fit how you thought they would. We created Closets by Liberty™ organization systems to solve real problems in a simple way. Move shelves, drawers or rods anywhere within the towers at any time. Customize now to meet your needs and reconfigure over time as your needs change.

EASE OF INSTALLATION, SAFETY & DURABILITY

We created the system to be freestanding, so that it works with gravity. The stabilizer bars are designed into the assembly so that your anti-tip hardware is located at the rear top of the system where it needs to be installed for a safer storage solution. We chose high strength aluminum for the framework of our system for its durability. Each 2 ft tower section is designed to hold up to 200lbs when properly installed.
STYLE & DESIGN

Our system was designed with the intention to look and feel like a built-in custom closet. Our framework was created with a classic decorative molding detail and hidden channels for aesthetic appeal. The stabilizer bars and anti-tip brackets are hidden behind decorative front and rear panels when properly installed. The shelves present the appearance and usability of a thick wood but retain the lightweight properties of a strong honeycomb design. We finished the system in a classic white to seamlessly coordinate with your style.

One Year Limited Warranty

Two Pending Patent Applications
AMY SAYS...

- Group like items
- Color code and arrange by style
- Good hangers matter!
ORGANIZE LIKE A PRO

We asked Certified Professional Organizer®, Amy Trager, for some of her best pro tips.

• Group Like Items: Store clothes by how you dress and look for outfits. Maybe that’s work vs. casual, or maybe it’s long vs. short sleeves.

• Color Code: To match outfits and find pieces more quickly, arrange by style and color.

• Fold or Hang? Hang light or delicate items whenever possible. Heavy pieces like bulky sweaters should be folded to maintain shape and quality.

• Use the Best Hangers: Save space and prevent slippage by using thin hangers with grips.

• Get Things Off the Floor: Create space by adding more shelves, hanging rods or drawers. Find accessories at www.closetsbyliberty.com

• Shoe Storage: Store shoes heel-to-toe to save some lateral space on shelves. To protect from dust, keep formal or special shoes in protective bags.

• Don’t Forget Accessories: Belts, scarves, shoes, jewelry and bags can all be dependent on the outfit of the day. Keep these in the closet to make completing your outfit a cinch.

For more organizing tips visit amytrager.com
6 FT CLOSET SYSTEM

Dynamic Customization: Move anything, anywhere, at any time for the ultimate in customizability in your closet.

HS56700-RW-06
8 FT CLOSET SYSTEMS

Designed to be a Worry-Free Choice: Position or adjust components within the closet system to accommodate the items you need to store during installation, system use, or through the lifetime of your storage needs.

8 ft with Spannable Shelf: Designed with a 48” Shelf that doubles the hanging space between towers.
10 FT CLOSET SYSTEMS

Beauty & Functionality: Offers a built-in custom closet look with timeless design and a classic white finish.
FEATURES & BENEFITS

Additional drawers and shelves sold separately to optimize your closet space, as needed.

Bracket locations every 4.5 inches offer maximum customization and optimize space in your closet.

Features soft-close drawer slides to eliminate the slamming of drawers.

Adjustable anti-tip brackets move to a stud location for stable support.
Designed for real consumers with real problems

Contact us at 1-866-264-1964 or support@closetsbyliberty.com

Warning: Please read full installation guide for more detailed information and important safety warnings.